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A really fun side story that I have no regrets in buying.

Sure it uses the same locations as the base game, but the abilities are all completely different and the puzzles chaged to account
for them. Making old locations feel new.. It's anomaly warzone earth without the human to control, and with 15 missions and a
bonus playing scenario that are all fairly easy to beat in any difficulty. If you haven't played any Anomaly game, then this one
might be a good first start with. Just remember, the original has a human on the ground that you control and is the one that lays
out the powerups for the units. All in all, this was fun.. I hate giving bad reviews, especially since the concept itself is interesting
for this game, and there seems to be a lot of content that I just haven't gotten to yet.

However, in my very brief time playing, the game has already crashed twice. The look of the game is tacky and appears
incomplete, and the game plays very slowly. Even on a high performance machine, I experienced frame drops and the
aforementioned crashes; even when the game isn't lagging, it still feels like I'm struggling to execute the controls I want because
of the awkward mechanics. I quickly lose desire to play because of how awkward it is to even try.

There are some good ideas I see, but those same ideas are better explored in other games I think.
Not recommended, unless the developers patch it up and smooth out the rough edges pretty soon.. What you have here is
something no worth the time it takes to download. Collect more grass than the other players that is if you can find anyone else to
join in a game. Buy this game and you will definitely get a refund.. Looks very cool, but lacks one thing. i hope the developers
actually give a exclusive gun with the player skin, because that just makes everything more intresting. Cars are diffrent and fun
to work on, changes up the game a bit.. Great expansion for extending the pleasures of Invisible Inc. Each of the new agents
adds new twists to the formula, pushing me to play in different ways, especially Draco who incites some reckless murder to
make the most of his ability to gain skill points from dead enemies. On day 4 of my current campaign he has almost maxed out
all 4 skills, which required a lot of killing I would not normally have done: Thankfully you can let hacked drones or turrets do
the dirty work for you, instead of wasting ammo!.. Or just arm Nika with a flurry gun...

Some missions come with side-goals that also add new twists, like stealing a drone and bringing it with you to the exit. Then the
new mission comes about with a new two-part structure, and after that the rule of the game change a bit, again forcing some
changes in strategy and loadouts. I haven't finished the new campaign yet but I'm loving the ride, and loving not knowing exactly
where it's going to go.
. It's fast, it's cool, it's addictive.
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I have played this game and I would recomend it because:
1) I love such type of games and this game have everything about it.
2) Despite some bugs with textures its always fun, because its something new everytime.
3) This game is new and i bet guys had not enough money and time to make it better, but I hope they will impove it soon.
4) It has potential to make new levels and maybe some boss fights.

Maybe the only bad thing is the price. Its a little bit bigger than I expected. But that is not without reason I suppose.
To reduce the price people can support this game somehow, maybe some donations will be good. As a result - the game will be
improved and price will be good enough.

And the last thing: I'm ukrainian and i'm proud that ukrainians created another game. Good job guys and good luck!. Simple
game with simple controls suitable for kids. You can reverse gravity to get you through 40 simple puzzles in less than 30mins
then idle the game for the trading cards/ keep playing to complete achievements. Only worth it if you grab it on sale or in a
bundle. A couple of speed run levels made the game more interesting for a minute or two.. The Development has been too slow
sorry dev i can not recommend this
The developer constantly stops out of the blue and starts agains
making him unreliable. Not terrible, but hard to recommend this game in it's current state. Controls are broken and can only
handle one key at a time, which isn't cohesive to fast-paced action platforming. Changing seasons is a neat mechanic, but freezes
your character in place for an extended period of vulnerability and doesn't mesh with platforming.

A good concept, neat retro art, but horrible execution and awful stages.

Why punish a player by making them pay for checkpoints? Absolutely unnecessary and
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665move to compensate for the lack of world they just make the game hard to the point
of broken.

There is no way to quit the game. No exit button. You have to alt-F4 out every time.

At least I got it on a deep sale, but even then, I'd say get a better game.. fun rts\/space settlement sim. Having problems running
the game, I'm assuming it's a graphics issue, but even dropping all settings to lowest doesn't help. Also it has crashed every time
I've tried playing (not sure if issues are related), haven't even been able to finish tutorial because of this. Contacted support two
weeks ago but haven't heard back from them yet.

Seems like a decent concept, but haven't been able to play enough to find out. If they ever get back to me or I can fix it on my
own, and they add VS AI mode, I'll probably change this to a recommend, but until then, I just can't. I should probably get a
refund, but I'm starved for RTS and I got it on sale ::shrug::. death wish is cool, but the actual map (seal the deal) is a train
wreck. probably only get this if you really like hat in time. basically its a huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ship, and that's
the problem.. TL;DR: Foul-mouthed, buggy tactics game with a slow progression curve, deliberately confusing mechanics and
aspirations to be a console port.

It's got potential... But it's crude, in every sense of the word. The dialogue reads like a 14 year old's fanfiction (Which may or
may not be caused by the dev having a European language barrier, it's not that clear) and the menus are awkward and seem to be
designed exclusively for console controllers... Considering that this is a turn-based RPG, you'll be spending most of your time in
these menus too, so it rather quickly moves from a minor annoyance to a major issue.

There is a large variety of tactical options and elements available, but it's often unclear which elements apply to which skillsets.
Lightning is attached to Lightning, for instance, which is a mixture of Special and Physical, whereas Wind is attached to Agile,
and is primarily Special... It gets confusing quickly, and discovering after generating a fire-mage main character with massive
levels of Special that it's best move deals Physical damage is fairly disheartening.

Progression is an issue too. Those of us that play tactical RPGs in this sort of vein tend to enjoy the sense of achievement as
units grow from single-ability rookies into perfectly-statted murderhobos... But in Street Posse, units barely grow at all. The first
multi-fight dungeon of the game offers 10xp per fight... And fights are a serious time investment. With your units requiring
100xp+ to grow (Or more if you picked the 'slow learner' drawback), things can feel a little slow... And as far as I can tell, there
are no random encounters in the early part of the game, if at all.
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The final issue I came across was a fairly significant game-breaking bug. One of my units died, and the game hung without
presenting a menu. Now yes, this is Early Access, so it's sort of expected... But there's no visible save menu, and when I booted
up the game again, I discovered that there's no autosave feature either. By examining the keyboard-layout image presented to the
player before the menu, I discovered that the save menu is attached to the ALT key, but by then, I'd sort of had enough.

Now the above may not seem like a huge issue for an early-access game... But the developer released an Alpha version of Street
Posse on a website (You can find the link in the Discussion forums at the time of writing) and the exact same bug was present.
This is a demo that is over a year old, and is vastly different to the finished product... With the exact same game-breaking bug
that I ran up against multiple times in the demo.

I hope I'm wrong, but that's a huge red flag to me, that perhaps the developer isn't all that serious about finishing Street Posse...
I'll be back on release to see if things have improved, but right now, Posse isn't worth it's price.. Fantastic game, fell in love with
it fairly quick. I could see myself coming back to this over and over again for a quick run during my day or taking a session to
sit down and try and FINALLY GET TO THE FIRST BOSS. It's difficult, fun, cutesy, and overall is an amazing game that is a
treat to play. Highly recommend it to anyone who likes a good bullet hell. I'm coming for you Floating Space Rock, just you
wait.. A very basic game with a far number of ships. Takes a entire new look at sea warfare. You have the best of them all.
From Planes to Subs. The game has made them ballanced and far to play.
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